Teradata Workload-Specific Platform Pricing
Teradata – Platforms to Meet All Your Needs
Teradata Corporation offers a selection of affordable platforms that can meet all your analytics needs and
match your architectural requirements. Teradata® Workload-Specific Platforms offer attractive options so
you can take advantage of all the power of Teradata anywhere in your enterprise – as an active enterprise
data warehouse, integrated data warehouse, entry-level data warehouse, special purpose data mart,
massive data volume analytics, discovery platform, or a test and development environment.
The Teradata Commitment
Teradata is committed to providing a complete family of data warehousing platforms at affordable,
competitive pricing. We leverage industry leading technologies to continually provide greater
price/performance to our customers. Time and time again, Teradata systems have demonstrated superior
architectural and technological advantages over competitors’ systems resulting in powerful and efficient
solutions. Our integrated and optimized solutions enable our customers to rapidly derive the highest
business value from their chosen platform and realize dramatically reduced operational costs; all while
ensuring the lowest total cost of acquisition.
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* Each Teradata platform described above includes Teradata hardware, Teradata Database with basic utilities, and storage in fully-configured systems. The
systems are available starting at the list prices shown in the chart. Storage pricing is based on uncompressed user data space after accounting for RAID,
along with spool and database overhead. Per Terabyte price is for a maximum capacity configuration system. Effective per TB pricing will be affected by the
amount of compression achieved and is not included here – typical Teradata compression ranges from 50 percent to more than 80 percent.
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* The Aster Big Analytics Appliance includes the Aster Database, utilities, and storage. The Appliance for Hadoop includes Hadoop software, utilities, and
storage. The systems are available starting at the list prices shown in the chart. The Aster Big Analytics Appliance pricing is based on 3x compression of user
data after accounting for RAID, along with spool and database overhead. The Appliance for Hadoop pricing is based on 3x compression of user data after
accounting for data replication and file system overhead. Aster Software only pricing is based on uncompressed data. Per Terabyte price is for a maximum
capacity configuration system.

> The Teradata Active Enterprise Data Warehouse (EDW) is the foundation for true active data
warehousing. Optimized for complex strategic and operational mixed workloads, it offers high
performance and effortless scalability from 8TB to 61PB of user data. It meets the high availability,
performance continuity, and workload management demands of the mission-critical, near real-time,
and high user concurrency workloads encountered in integrated, enterprise-wide data warehouses.
These capabilities are dramatically enhanced by the mixed storage feature that combines fast Solid
State Drive (SSD) and classic Hard Disk Drive (HDD) technologies with Teradata Virtual Storage that
automatically matches data usage to the proper storage speed.
> The Teradata Data Warehouse Appliance is a high-performance, cost-effective, fully-integrated,
enterprise platform with scalability up to 21PB of user data. This platform is ideal for companies that are
new to analytical data warehousing or that want to complement an existing data warehouse. For
instance, it can be used as an integrated data warehouse, a cyclical data mart, disaster recovery, or an
analytical sandbox for testing applications before their implementation in the EDW.
> The Teradata Integrated Big Data Platform is designed to store and analyze massive volumes of
information-rich data at the most cost-effective price point. This purpose-built appliance allows you to
keep all data within the Teradata Database – in the same format and schema – to gain deep strategic
intelligence from extremely large amounts of detailed data. There is now no need to sample or discard
data due to storage limitations. Designed for massive scalability, the Teradata Integrated Big Data
Platform utilizes Teradata’s renowned MPP capability allowing our customers to scale from a single node
with 76TB up to 2,048 nodes with 234PB of data.
> The Teradata Data Mart Appliance offers a single Teradata node with storage arrays integrated in a
single rack scaling to 8TB of user data. This platform was developed to run multiple applications or to
be used as a data mart or analytical sandbox. With its hybrid storage capability, it is a cost-effective
test and development platform for the Active EDW as it offers similar capabilities, including full Teradata
Active System Management (TASM).
> The Teradata Data Mart edition includes the latest Teradata Database software and basic utilities.
This runs on standard Intel® SMP servers from Dell, HP, IBM, and other vendors. This software can be
used for prototyping and to get projects started with a very limited budget.
> Teradata Virtual Machine edition is a fully functional and supported Teradata Database which runs
within the VMware ESX environment. The virtual machine characteristics provide the flexibility of
“disposable” Teradata instances which are useful for software upgrade testing or new development and
physical design testing. The Virtual Machine edition is only for non-production use.
> Aster Discovery Platform Software-Only edition provides the analytic power of Aster on your
choice of commodity hardware to deliver a completely configurable platform that rapidly and easily
scales from terabytes to petabytes of multi-structured data. Aster The software-only solution has been
designed from the ground up and certifies Aster Discovery Platform with major enterprise hardware
platforms, including Dell and HP, to deliver a true analytic platform at enterprise scale.
> The Teradata Aster Big Analytics Appliance is a powerful discovery platform optimized specifically
for big data analysis and storage. A purpose-built, integrated hardware and software solution for
analytics at the big data scale, the appliance runs patented Teradata Aster SQL-MapReduce® and
SQL-H™ technology on a fully supported Teradata hardware platform. Depending on workload needs,
it can be configured exclusively with Aster nodes or a mixture of Aster and Hadoop.
> The Teradata Appliance for Hadoop is a tightly integrated hardware/software stack optimized for
enterprise-class big data storage and management. Performance, ease-of-use, security, and reliability
are greatly improved from the typical do-it-yourself Hadoop. A system can scale up to 10PB.
Pricing proposals vary widely among vendors since each vendor’s solution often ends up meeting different
levels of customer performance requirements. When comparing vendor pricing, it is critical to look beyond
the cover sheet and confirm that each of the proposed solutions provides like functionality and meets your
performance requirements. In shopping for a car, you compare “like” models, for example, a mid-sized
sedan with others in its class. Likewise with a data warehouse, you also need to compare “like” systems.

Reliable, Flexible Performance
All Teradata platforms are enterprise-class – highly flexible and scalable in both computing power and
speed. System power is increased by simply adding Teradata nodes, each added node linearly contributing
its power. Speed is scaled to meet users’ needs by adjusting the amount of usable data space – essentially
the disk capacity – configured within the data warehouse. This flexibility enables one Teradata system to
be configured effectively to meet the high-performance, complex workload needs of an Active EDW, while
another platform can be configured for the needs of specific analytical workloads or applications. This
flexibility of configuration is the basis of Teradata Workload-Specific Platforms and enables Teradata to
meet diverse price/performance requirements.
Lowest Total Cost of Ownership
Teradata’s commitment to affordable pricing extends beyond initial acquisition costs. Teradata provides
the lowest total cost of ownership (TCO), delivering the most value for the money in the shortest
amount of time. Contributing to the lowest TCO are several key factors, including lower overall operating
costs, no on-site system integration or testing, and complete enterprise support service with a single
contact point covering all platforms.
Teradata systems have proven lowest costs for administration with the ability to easily add data sources,
users, and applications. In addition, Teradata’s inherent differentiation in data distribution, data management,
optimizer intelligence, and full power of parallelism allows customers to implement and manage a centralized
EDW with far fewer DBAs than do our competitors’ systems. And, when leveraging Teradata’s integrated
EDW approach, there aren’t any costs associated with maintaining and managing multiple, costly
independent data marts, appliances, and operational data stores, which are extolled in many competitive
approaches. Teradata has the tools and expertise to help you with an in-depth TCO analysis.
Highest Value
Given Teradata’s technical differentiation, high performance, commitment to price parity, and its proven
lowest TCO, Teradata provides the best value opportunity for data warehousing. These affordable Teradata
systems are designed to provide immediate value along with investment protection and scalable growth
options for the future. Teradata enables you to start small and grow incrementally to meet your evolving
data warehouse needs. We also provide analytical applications, professional services, direct customer
support, and a complete portfolio of partners to round out the full solution offering.
Teradata provides the industry’s leading, workload-specific data warehouse solutions at competitive prices.
Widely recognized as the industry’s data warehouse leader, Teradata provides superior technology while
delivering superior business value for your investment.
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